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ABSTRACT
Processing-in-Memory (PIM) architectures have gained popularity
due to their ability to alleviate the memory wall by performing large
numbers of operations within the memory itself. On top of this, non-
volatile memory (NVM) technologies offer highly energy-efficient
operations, rendering processing in NVM especially promising. Un-
fortunately, a major drawback is that NVM has limited endurance.
Even when used for standard memory, nonvolatile technologies
face limited lifetimes, which is exacerbated by imbalanced usage
of memory cells. PIM significantly increases the number of oper-
ations the memory is required to perform, making the problem
much worse. In this work, we quantitatively analyze the impact of
PIM applications on endurance considering representative memory
technologies. Our findings indicate that limited endurance can eas-
ily block the performance and energy efficiency potential of PIM
architectures. Even the best known technologies of today can fall
short of meeting practical lifetime expectations. This highlights the
importance of research efforts to improve endurance especially at
the device technology level. Our study represents the first step in
characterizing the very demanding endurance needs of PIM appli-
cations to derive a detailed technology level design specification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The performance of modern computing systems is limited by the
performance of the memory. This is because CPU performance has
increased more rapidly than memory performance for the past few
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decades [15]. This limitation is referred to as the memory wall, and
it has created the search for new architectures which do not suffer
from this problem. A promising candidate is processing-in-memory
(PIM) which can perform computation directly in memory. PIM
architectures can enhance both performance and energy efficiency
of numerous emerging applications significantly [33]. Non-volatile
PIM is particularly interesting due to its extreme energy efficiency
[6, 20, 21] and high density [31, 43].

Unfortunately, nonvolatile memory (NVM) devices suffer from a
low endurance. Memory cells can only be written a certain number
of times before failing. The endurance varies significantly between
technologies, but all are at risk of premature failure, which would
render them impractical. Hence, there has been much research
into evenly distributing (standard memory) write operations across
NVM cells (i.e., load-balancing) [13, 26, 27]. However, PIM signif-
icantly changes the access patterns and drastically increases the
number of write operations. For example, our analysis shows that
an in-memory multiplication requires over 150× more write opera-
tions than it would require in a conventional architecture. Not only
are there more writes, but they are more difficult to balance in PIM
than in standard memory. PIM computations must be triggered
where the relevant data is stored in memory. There is less flexibility
for remapping PIM computations, and hence the resulting writes,
when compared to standard memory writes. We therefore need to
revisit strategies which are sufficient for NVM in the context of
nonvolatile PIM (NVPIM).

In this work, we characterize the impact of PIM operations on
the endurance of representative NVM technologies. We start by
investigating write patterns of PIM applications to estimate ex-
pected lifetime of PIM arrays. We test basic strategies to improve
endurance and show their effectiveness. Our findings indicate that
NVPIM is significantly limited by endurance, underlining an urgent
need for progress at the device technology level.

The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We show that PIM induces many more writes in memory
compared to traditional architectures.
• We show how PIM arrays are particularly susceptible to
failed memory cells.
• We provide estimates for expected lifetimes of PIM arrays
considering characteristic workloads.
• We adapt load-balancing principles from standard memory
to implement generalizable and simple load-balancing strate-
gies for PIM and demonstrate how they can improve lifetime
for characteristic workloads.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides
a background on PIM devices, PIM architectures, and how logic is
implemented. Section 3 covers typical data layout patterns and the
natural consequences of standard operation. Section 3.1 investigates
the impact of limited endurance. Section 3.2 introduces strategies to
improve lifetime with load balancing specific to PIM.We discuss the
possibility of using PIM arrays with failed devices in Section 3.3. In
Section 4 we set up the evaluation, including commonly used PIM
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applications and how they are laid out in memory. In Section 5 we
showwrite distributions of these applications inside PIM arrays, the
impact of basic load-balancing strategies, and remaining problems
due to limited endurance. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section we cover NV devices used for PIM, how logic op-
erations are performed in memory, and how we can synthesize
complex computations using these logic operations.

2.1 Nonvolatile Devices
In this paper, we consider NVMs which hold their state in their
resistance. The state of a device can be determined by applying a
voltage and sensing the current that flows through it, which consti-
tutes a read. The specifics for changing the state (write operation)
varies between technologies. We now cover the most promising
representatives.

Magnetic RAM (MRAM) is based on Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
(MTJs) which have two magnetic layers, a fixed layer and a free
layer. If the layers are aligned, the MTJ has low resistance (parallel
state); if not aligned; high resistance (anti-parallel state). The state
can be changed by driving a current of sufficiently high magnitude
through the MTJ, where the direction of the current determines
the state. When electrons flow from the free (fixed) layer to the
fixed (free) layer, the MTJ is put into the anti-parallel (parallel)
state. The main advantages of MTJs are relatively high density
and high endurance with respect to other nonvolatile technologies.
Specifically, when it comes to endurance, current MTJs can switch
as many as 1012 times [23, 34] until permanent failure. In contrast
to its competitors, MTJ writes involve no moving atoms. Hence, it
is believed that the write endurance can be drastically improved
with newer generations of devices [18]. A disadvantage of MTJs is
that the resistance difference in the anti-parallel and parallel states
is relatively low, which makes them more sensitive to noise such
as voltage fluctuations.

Resistive RAM (RRAM) consists of a metal-insulator-metal stack
[11]. Applying a voltage differential causes the formation of a con-
ductive filament, creating a low resistance state. Applying a voltage
differential in the opposite direction removes this filament and
creates a high resistance state [3]. RRAM has more than 2 possi-
ble states, as it can take on a range of resistance values between
the two extremes. However, it is common in practice to use only
the highest and the lowest resistance states to reduce noise. An
advantage of RRAM is the high ratio between the high and low
resistance states, reducing sensitivity to noise. A major drawback
is limited endurance, currently permitting approximately 108-109
writes before failure [18, 35, 46].

Phase-Change Memory (PCM) has a state based on the structure
of the atoms within the channel for electric current [40]. The write
operation involves heating up the device by passing an electrical
current through it. Quickly reducing the current causes the device
to cool rapidly into an amorphous state, which has high resistance.
Cooling the device slowly allows it to form a more uniform struc-
ture, which has low resistance. PCM currently allows around 106 -
109 writes before failure [18, 19].

NVM is an emerging technology, hence device characteristics
are subject to change. Numerous works have predicted orders of
magnitude improvements to the write endurance [18, 37].

2.2 PIM Architectures
PIM architectures modify traditional memory hardware to enable
logic operations to occur either within or very close the memory.
In this work, we consider architectures which perform Boolean

(digital) logic operations directly in memory1, where the input and
outputs of every operation are memory cells in the array. Such
architectures maintain the basic memory hardware and operating
semantics, allowing them to replace standard memory structures
with little modification to the overall architecture. Additionally,
hardware modification to the memory array itself is relatively mod-
est. Typical solutions involve adding additional bitlines [29, 31],
row-decoders which support multi-row activation [21, 33], or extra
transistors in each cell [6, 43]. These architectures have demon-
strated high performance and energy efficiency both for use in
traditional computing systems [21, 31, 33] and in embedded sys-
tems [29, 30] for commercially relevant applications.

Regardless of the specific approach, the mechanics of PIM oper-
ations on memory devices are nearly identical. Current is passed
through one or two input memory devices, and a single output
memory device is written to. Therefore, we can abstract out the
specific cell design when analyzing endurance. In the remainder of
this section, we discuss PIM operating semantics accordingly.
Basic Logic Operations (Gates): PIM architectures enable logic
operations at the bit level directly in memory. Basic logic operations
–such as NOT, (N)AND, or (N)OR)– take one or two memory bit
cells as input, compute the output, and store the result in another
bit cell, which is typically in the same row or column as the inputs.
Depending on the architecture, this can be done with or without
the involvement of sense amplifiers. For architectures using sense
amplifiers [21], the procedure is:

(1) Read multiple input cells simultaneously.
(2) To calculate the output according to the underlying truth

table, perform thresholding using the sense amplifier.
(3) Write back the result to the designated output cell.

For architectures which do not use sense amplifiers [31]:
(1) Apply a voltage differential on the bitlines connecting the

inputs and outputs.
(2) Current travels through the inputs to outputs, conditionally

switching the output according to the truth table of the
operation being performed.

Both approaches are shown in Fig.1, for column based computa-
tions without loss of generality. Regardless of the approach, input
cells effectively go through read operations and the output cell
goes through a write operation. If possible logic operations form a
universal set, any computation can be carried out in the respective
row or column, limited by the number of memory cells available.
Complex Logic Operations: In traditional architectures, an arith-
metic logic unit (ALU) can be used to perform complex logic opera-
tions relatively quickly. For example, addition and multiplication
can be performed within a few cycles of the system clock. In con-
trast, PIM architectures require a series of logic gates to perform
such operations.

The operation must be decomposed into a set of gates the archi-
tecture is capable of (e.g., NOT, AND, NAND). Each of these gates
must then be scheduled within the array. When processing within
a single column (or row), only a single logic gate can be performed
at a time due to structural hazards – the hardware used to perform
logic is shared by all cells in the column (or row). Hence, even if
gates are logically independent (i.e., no data hazard applies) they
must still be performed sequentially2. For example, a full-adder can
be implemented with 9 NAND gates, taking 9 time steps, as shown
in Fig.2. Hence, optimizing both the latency and energy of a PIM

1In contrast to analog architectures which are specialized accelerators, and typically
do not maintain standard memory operation.
2There are PIM architectures that are exceptions to this [12], however, they require
additional transistors which significantly increase complexity.
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(a) With SA (b) W/o SA

Figure 1: Column based PIM logic approaches. Inputs (output)
are (is) shown in green (red). SA: Sense Amplifier.

Figure 2: Full-Adder circuit and equivalent in-memory im-
plementation.

computation (within a single row or column) is simply finding the
decomposition which requires the fewest logic gates.
𝑏-bit addition can be done with a ripple-carry adder with 𝑏 − 1

full-adds and 1 half-add. Note that, while it is slow in traditional
digital circuitry, a ripple-carry adder is optimal for PIM as it uses the
fewest gates (which must be performed sequentially). A DADDA
multiplier [36], on the other hand, can perform 𝑏 bit multiplication
with 𝑏2 − 2𝑏 full-adds, 𝑏 half-adds, and 𝑏2 AND gates.

While specifics vary across architectures, our discussion so far
covers the most representative prior and state of the art work, as
listed in Table 1. Here we list each design with the original mem-
ory technology used, but for most of these architectures, different
memory technologies (MRAM, RRAM, PCM) can be exchanged for
one another and the basic operating principles would remain the
same.
Parallelism: The sequential nature of logic operations (gates) de-
scribed in Section 2.2 leads to a high latency for any single operation.
However, it is compensated for by high degrees of parallelism. PIM
architectures are capable of much higher degrees of parallelism than
other architectures, including GPUs. Potentially as many gates as
the number of rows (or columns) within an array can be performed
at the same time. This is because while a row (column)- parallel
PIM architecture can only perform one operation in each row (col-
umn) at a time, the same operation can be performed in many rows

Design Parallelism Memory Technology
Pinatubo [21] Column PCM
MAGIC [20] Row and Column RRAM
MAGIC [22] Column MTJ
Felix [12] Row and Column RRAM

CRAM 2T [6, 43] Row MTJ
CRAM 1T [8, 29–31] Column MTJ
CRAM [7, 14, 45] Row SOT-MTJ

Table 1: Architectures which perform logic gates in memory
and follow the operation principle considered in this paper.

(a) Row-Parallel (b) Column-Parallel

Figure 3: Parallel two-input logic gates in row- and column-
parallel architectures. Inputs (output) shown in green/light
(blue/dark).

(columns) simultaneously. Whether parallelism comes from the
rows or the columns depends on the architecture, both kinds are
shown in Fig.3. Within a single array of a row (column)-parallel
architecture, gates can be performed simultaneously if:

(1) The logic operation is the same.
(2) Input(s) and outputs are in the same columns (rows).
For example, a common memory array dimension is 512 × 512,

which would allow for 512 parallel operations. Additionally, PIM
architectures allow for array level parallelism, as independent logic
operations can be performed in different arrays. Hence, the limit-
ing factor for PIM performance at scale is the number of arrays,
the energy efficiency of the operations, and the overhead for any
communication between arrays.

Row-parallel and column-parallel architectures are logically equiv-
alent, except that in row (column)- parallel architectures the logic
operations have the same orientation as (are perpendicular to) the
read and write operations. While these differences can largely be
accounted for with different data layout optimizations, row- and
column-parallel architectures place different constraints on possible
optimizations.

In the following, we will use the word lane to refer to the collec-
tion of cells (either in a row or a column) which can work together
to perform computation. For column-parallel architectures, a lane
is a single column; and for row-parallel architectures, a single row.
Data Layout for Computation: Data layout design is critical and
has a significant impact on latency, energy, and endurance. PIM
lanes can only compute on values contained within them, hence all
data values needed in each step of computation must be properly
placed in memory through standard memory writes first. Any data
value to be processed which cannot fit into the lane contributes to
additional communication (read and write) cost.

Typically, a single primitive operation is mapped onto a single
lane. Data is aligned across different lanes to allow parallel process-
ing of independent operations in different lanes. Each lane contains
cells dedicated to input data, output data, and temporary workspace,
respectively. For example, a 3-bit integer multiplication, 𝐴 × 𝐵 = 𝐶

can be mapped to a lane as shown in Fig.4: First, space for the bits of
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Figure 4: Cells within a lane of a PIM array are dedicated to
inputs (A, B), outputs (C), and temporary workspace for the
multiplication of two 3-bit integers.

𝐴 and 𝐵 is allocated and the corresponding values are written into
the lane. Commonly, one of the operands is static (e.g., the weights
of a neural network) and the other is not (e.g., new inputs to a
neural network layer). A number of logic gates are then performed
in order to produce the product (output). These intermediate logic
operations require storage for their outputs and temporary scratch
bits. We call this storage the workspace. The minimum size for the
workspace depends on the algorithm. However, when fully con-
sumed, the workspace needs to be reset (overwritten or re-used)
to enable further computation. Once computation is complete, the
product𝐶 becomes ready in a dedicated set of cells, where they are
available to be read out or used in further computation.

Effectively, all PIM architectures with the compute capability
discussed in Section 2.2 follow this format. Large scale applications,
such as convolutional or fully-connected neural networks, are de-
composed into multiplications, additions, and subtractions which
are performed within the lanes of the array. Different applications
will only result in different data layouts and data transfers.
Application Mapping: Embarrassingly parallel operations can
easily be mapped onto lanes: Each independent operation occu-
pies a separate lane, such that all lanes can perform the same logic
gate operation on different data values. For example, element-wise
multiplication of 𝑁 -element vectors can be mapped to 𝑁 multipli-
cations in 𝑁 lanes3, following the data layout in Fig.4 for 𝑁 = 3
on a per lane basis. However, many applications are not so easily
mapped. For example, an 𝑁 -element dot-product initially requires
the same 𝑁 parallel multiplications. But then all products must be
added together to produce the final sum. This requires read and
write operations to move bits scattered across parallel lanes into the
very same lane. This mapping process is the subject of prior work
[21, 31], and typically involves complex optimization. In summary,
any application can be mapped to a PIM architecture, but only those
which exploit a high degree of parallelism will be performant [31].

3 IMPACT OF PIM ON ENDURANCE
In this section we cover PIM induced performance challenges in
the face of endurance limitations and revisit potential mitigation
strategies.

3.1 Endurance Demand under PIM
While nonvolatile PIM architectures show a great potential for
high performance and extreme energy efficiency, a major problem
they face is limited endurance. Underlying memory devices simply
break down after having performed a specific number of write
operations. While this is a well studied problem for NVM, it has
not been addressed for NVPIM.

PIM architectures impose a significantly different access pattern
on memory cells than standard memory architectures. This ren-
ders a tighter design specification at the memory technology level.
Specifically, PIM results in many more memory reads and writes
while performing the same computation when compared to a tra-
ditional architecture featuring separate memory and logic blocks,
which taxes the endurance of memory devices significantly. For

3Assuming there is a sufficient number of bits in each lane to complete computation.
Practical array sizes (256×256, 512×512, 1024×1024) can easily accommodate the
multiplication of 64-bit integer operands.

(a) Write Count (b) Read Count

Figure 5: Number of read and writes per cell in a lane is
heavily imbalanced. Workspace cells are used many more
times than input cells in producing a single result.

example, 32-bit integer multiplication on a standard architecture
entails reading two 32-bit numbers, performing the multiplication
using an ALU, and writing the 64-bit product back to memory. In
total, this incurs 64 cell reads and 64 cell writes. If 1024 NVM cells
are available to facilitate this computation, an average of 0.0625
reads and writes per cell applies. In a PIM architecture, using an
in-memory DADDAmultiplier [36] as a representative example, the
same multiplication requires 9,824 in-memory gates, which incurs
9,824 cell writes and 19,616 cell reads. This produces an average of
19.16 reads/cell and 9.59 writes/cell. Hence, PIM can burn through
the endurance of NVM much quicker.

An upper limit on the lifetime of a memory array can be quickly
calculated. Let us assume that each memory cell is capable of 1012
writes before failure [23, 34], which is optimistic for current MTJs
and well beyond what current RRAM can support. An 1024 × 1024
array can perform a total of 10242 × 1012 writes before failure in
this case. Using the multiplication example and assuming perfect
load balancing, this array can perform at most

10242 × 1012

9824
= 1.07 × 1014 (1)

32-bit multiplications before total break-down. For high perfor-
mance, a PIM array typically performs many multiplications in
parallel [31]. At full utilization (all 1024 lanes computing in parallel)
and assuming a reasonable switching time per gate of 3ns [31, 32],
it would take

10242 × 1012

1024 × 1
3×10−9

= 3, 072, 000 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 = 35.56 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 (2)

until total failure (when every cell breaks down).
Worse, under practical conditions, even a small number of failed

devices can cause incorrect operation, so effective failure can occur
much sooner. Using current RRAM endurance of approximately 108
writes, time to failure would take just over 5 minutes. Clearly, PIM
comes with a very demanding endurance requirement for the un-
derlying nonvolatile technologies. Endurance has been improving
and will undoubtedly continue to improve to enable practical PIM
applications as NV technology tailored for PIM comes to maturity.
At the same time, higher level mitigation strategies such as load
balancing are going to be critical in order to extend the system
lifetime as much as possible.

Standard NVM operation may already cause more frequent (read
or write) accesses to some rows, which may lead to an imbalance
in memory cell lifetime. NVPIM exacerbates such imbalance by
performing logic gates in some lanes more frequently than others.
Even 32-bit integer multiplication with a data layout similar to Fig.4
can cause a large imbalance in the usage of each cell within the lane,
as shown in Fig.5. Specifically, cells dedicated to workspace are used
much more frequently, resulting in a significant load imbalance
which can make these cells fail significantly sooner than others.
Hence, load balancing becomes even more critical in maximizing
the lifetime in this case.
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3.2 Load Balancing under NVPIM
We will next revisit basic load balancing strategies to increase the
lifetime of NVPIM arrays in the face of limited endurance. Any
imbalance in cell usage, as noted in Section 3.1, can cause some
memory cells to fail much more quickly than others. Load balancing
is a well-known strategy to address this problem in the context of
NVM applications [13, 24, 39, 42, 47]. The idea is distributing write
operations as evenly as possible to all memory cells and thereby
preventing premature cell failure due to excessive use. The question
is to what extent classic load balancing strategies tailored for NVM
can help under NVPIM. Memory cell usage under NVPIM is not
just determined by write operations, but does evolve with actual
computations. Hence, designing effective load balancing for NVPIM
is inherently a different challenge, beyond the capabilities of prior
strategies targeting memory functionality only.
Load Balancing for NVM vs. NVPIM:While the rich literature
on load balancing for NVM [4, 16, 36] features a variety of (software
and/or hardware) techniques, the underlying fundamental strategy
never changes: redistribute write operations by modifying the vir-
tual to physical address mapping over time to prevent imbalanced
cell wear-out.4 Here we show why this core mechanism is not di-
rectly applicable to PIM, as load balancing for PIM is fundamentally
different than load balancing for memory.

Algorithm 1 shows an example code excerpt where themain com-
putation simply corresponds to the bitwise AND of two variables
x and y residing in memory. Using this example, Fig.6 illustrates
what classic load balancing entails for regular NVM vs. NVPIM. Let
us assume that in NVM x gets written to Row 0 and y; to Row 1.
If PIM is not the case, the alignment of x and y in their respective
rows does not have any direct implication for computing, hence
y can be shifted in Row 1 as shown in Fig.6(a) for load balancing
purposes. In this case the CPU performs the computation after
both variables are read from memory. Any write redirection (in the
form of a shift in this example) has no effect on the correctness
of the computation. For NVPIM, on the other hand, this type of
load balancing would not work, as depicted in Fig.6(b). Correct
computation constrains data layout by requiring alignment of the
input operands in memory. Specifically, input operands must reside
in the same lanes (columns in this example). Hence, the very same
“load-balanced” memory layout would lead to a computation error
under PIM.

Write re-mapping works for standard memory because a mem-
ory word is the typical granularity for data access. This makes
relocation relatively easy. The data access granularity of a typical
PIM operation (i.e., computation), on the other hand, is the entire
array. This is because in-memory operations can use all lanes (i.e.,
all columns and any set of rows in Fig.6(b)) simultaneously. Hence,
relocating any memory word in the conventional fashion can easily
corrupt the contents of a PIM array, i.e., the input data of a PIM op-
eration. This complexity holds even if we restrict write redirection
to only across rows. For example, y in Fig.6(b) can be remapped
into Row 2, but within the same columns as x, potentially allowing
for correct completion of the example computation. Even then, we
cannot guarantee correctness, since contents of Rows 1 and 2 now
become inconsistent. As a result, if Row 1 or 2 is used in PIM oper-
ations later in the program, subsets of each may have unexpected
contents.

In an nutshell, any memory load-balancing strategy is based on
such write redirects. PIM introduces additional constraints that

4Some load-balancing strategies use write cancellation [26] to prevent writes from
even occurring in the first place. Unfortunately this is not directly applicable to PIM,
where all computation happens in the memory.

Algorithm 1 Example code
𝑥 ← 5
𝑦 ← 6
𝑧 ← 𝑥&𝑦 ⊲ Bitwise AND

Figure 6: Load balancing for standard NV memory vs. PIM.
Remapping writes a) works for standard memory as data
layout in memory is decoupled from actual computation; b)
does not work for PIM as computation in memory requires
input operands to be physically aligned.

must be satisfied. Importantly, the physical location of variables
in memory are dependent on each other. Hence, write operations
cannot be remapped without careful consideration of the entire
algorithm, a complexity that is not handled by state-of-the-art
load-balancing strategies. In the following, we show how basic
load-balancing can be tailored to PIM architectures.
Software Load Balancing refers to changes made to the program
in order to evenly distribute the write operations. The benefit of
software approaches is that they do not require any hardware mod-
ifications to the architecture, which can cost extra energy and in-
crease latency for every operation. Significantly, software strategies
have a greater ability to re-distribute write operations by arbitrar-
ily modifying the program. However, a key drawback of software
approaches is that they require either knowledge from the pro-
grammer or compiler support. Additionally, software strategies
may require periodic re-mapping (re-compilation) in order to be
effective, which incurs a time and energy overhead.
(Software) Load Balancing within Lanes: Fig.5 shows that some
cells within a lane are used more often than others, even in un-
dertaking a single computation. Notably, cells holding temporary
values are used much more frequently than cells that hold the in-
puts and the outputs. If this imbalance of usage persists for long
periods of time, workspace cells will fail much sooner. Hence, it is
desirable to allow cells holding inputs and outputs to also be used
as workspace.

An optimized operation (e.g., multiplication or addition) uses the
same number of gates with the same inputs and outputs each time.
However, individual logic gates that the operation is composed of
can have the inputs and the output anywherewithin a lane, i.e., logic
gates can be re-mapped by modifying their input operand (e.g., row)
addresses within the lane (e.g., column). It is conceptually easy to
implement fine-grained re-mapping in software by maintaining the
logical to physical address mapping for each bit. Programs operate
on logical bits and remain intact. Logical to physical mapping can
change periodically, arbitrarily re-mapping logcic gate operations
within lanes. This process is shown in Fig.7.

As intuition suggests, changing logical to physical address map-
ping randomly throughout computation can be highly effective at
leveling cell wear-out within lanes. We will be referring to this
strategy as Random Shuffling. Unfortunately, this solution has a
significant drawback for row-parallel architectures. For example, an
32-bit variable may reside in consecutive bits in the first 4 bytes of
a row (lane). A row parallel architecture can access this variable in
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Figure 7: Logical to physical address mapping of bits via
software can arbitrarily remap logic gate operations.

Figure 8: Re-arranging the bits of an operand within a PIM
lane can disrupt memory operations. For row-parallel ar-
chitectures, bits of the operand can be read in parallel, but
they will be out of order and potentially in different bytes.
Column-parallel architectures read bits out of the lane se-
quentially, and are less impacted by such re-arrangement.

a single cycle with a standard read or write operation. Re-mapping
logic gate operations can cause individual bits of the variable to
spread out to different bytes across the lane. Hence, many more
bytes may need to be accessed in order to read or update the vari-
able. Additionally, when the bits are read out of the array, they
can be in any permutation. This requires external post-processing
to re-order the bits. This is less of an issue for column-parallel
architectures, as depicted in Fig.8.

One promising strategy which does not complicate memory
accesses is, instead of randomizing, simply periodically shifting
the logical to physical address mapping. To maintain proper (byte-
addressable) read and write operations, shifts should be by an in-
teger number of bytes, hence we call this strategy Byte-Shifting.
Shifting has been proposed both for standard memory [47] and for
crossbars for neural network acceleration [39], and Byte-Shifting
represents a generic adaptation for PIM.

Re-mapping logical to physical addresses, whether randomized
or shifted, has the advantage of no overhead during the execution
of the program. However, both require periodic re-compilation in
order to balance load. ByteShift is more memory access friendly as
it maintains the order and coherency of bits in the memory. The
different re-mapping strategies are depicted in Fig.9.
(Software) Load Balancing Between Lanes: Just as with in-lane
usage, usage, hence wear, across lanes can vary, as well. However,
the causes of imbalance are different. Imbalance in lanes comes
from the mapping of individual logic operations, which can be re-
mapped. In contrast, imbalance between lanes is more of a function
of the application, which restricts re-mapping.

Imbalance between lanes typically is the case when results from
many lanes need to be combined. For example, an 𝑁 -element dot-
product requires 𝑁 parallel multiplications, which can be balanced
on 𝑁 lanes. But all products must be added together to calculate

Figure 9: Representative placement of an 32-bit operand
within a lane for different re-mapping strategies. Static ex-
cludes any load balancing.

the final sum. This necessitates a series of memory operations
to bring the products into the same lanes where they represent
inputs to addition. Reduction operations such as the addition in
this example limit lane-level parallelism, hence some lanes get used
more than others. Heavily used lanes will wear out sooner. Still,
strategies for software load balancing within lanes mostly apply
here. Physical bit addresses can be periodically changed over time.
Complete randomization is likely to balance load most optimally.
However, a byte shift may be more desirable as it keeps addresses
aligned for memory accesses.
Hardware Load Balancing:Hardware based load balancing strate-
gies for standard NVM typically rely on estimating write counts
per cell and re-directing memory accesses accordingly [13]. How-
ever, the incurred complexity is not feasible at the level of a single
PIM array: The main benefit of nonvolatile PIM is extreme energy
efficiency. Unless exceedingly light-weight by design, hardware
dedicated to balancing may easily become the bottleneck. Maintain-
ing counters to track writes at the bit-level is unreasonable. Luckily
simpler strategies do exist.
(Hardware) Load Balancing Within Lanes:We observe that the
well-known practice of register renaming in traditional architectures
can be used to perform lightweight hardware load balancing. This
process is similar to the software based logical to physical address re-
mapping, however it requires logical to physical address translation
at execution time and it cannot arbitrarily re-map computations. In
the following, we will refer to this strategy as Hardware re-mapping.

Hardware re-mapping requires a spare bit which can be used to
swap logical addresses. For a lane with 𝑁 physical bits, there are
𝑁 − 1 logical bit addresses and 1 free bit address. Re-mapping in a
NVPIM array can be applied upon a write or a logic operation as
follows: As an example, without loss of generality, when a write
operation is performed to logical bit address 𝐴 in all lanes, the
hardware re-directs the write to the free physical address, over-
writing its contents. It then marks the free physical address as
logical address 𝐴, and assigns the previous physical address of 𝐴 as
the free address. The same procedure seamlessly applies if only a
subset of lanes are involved, as well.

For architectures like Pinatubo [21] which perform computation
at the array periphery using sense amplifiers, the initial value of
the output memory cell does not matter. Re-mapping can occur
entirely in-place. In other words, bit re-mapping does not require
additional data transfers as all we need is to redirect the output
of an operation. Both writes and logic operations can be renamed
without complication. However, for architectures like CRAM [6],
the initial value of the output cell affects computation and often
needs to be preset before computation. For this type of architecture,
an additional write operation would be required.
(Hardware) Load Balancing Between Lanes: In principle, the
same re-mapping scheme can be applied between lanes, as well.
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Figure 10: COPY gates can be used to directly shuffle the input
operands and the output during execution. Initially, only 𝐴
and 𝐵 contain meaningful data and need to be shuffled. After
computation, only 𝐶 contains necessary data and requires
un-shuffling.

However, this may not always be practical depending on the ar-
chitecture. For row-parallel architectures, memory operations can
access the entire lane (row) at once. This makes lane re-mapping
feasible by swapping row addresses on write operations. However,
for column-parallel architectures, memory operations can only ac-
cess 1 bit from each lane at a time. Reading and writing an entire
lane requires accessing each bit sequentially. Since a regular mem-
ory write can only overwrite 1 bit in a lane at a time, a lane cannot
be renamed using a single memory write. The brute force approach
of copying a logical lane (column) from one physical column to
another over many sequential accesses would likely be too complex,
slow and energy hungry for practical use.
Memory Access Aware Re-mapping: Load balancing strategies
we introduced so far focus on PIM, but inevitably have an impact
on regular memory operations (i.e., reads and writes). It is possible
to re-map computations but return the result of computation to
the original addresses afterwards, to prevent any change to regular
memory read and write access patterns. Prior to a computation,
input operands can be shuffled arbitrarily by performing COPY (or
two sequential NOT5) gates. Then, the computation can proceed as
normal, only with different column (row) addresses for each gate
in a row (column)-parallel architecture. After the computation is
finished, COPY or NOT gates can again be used to re-order the
output bits at the expected destination. This process is depicted
for a multiplication operation in Fig.10 considering a row-parallel-
architecture without loss of generality.

One drawback of this approach, contrary to previously discussed
strategies, is that it requires additional logic gates to implement the
shuffling. The relative overhead for this shuffling process depends
on the operations being performed in memory. For a precision of
𝑏 bits, shuffling requires 2 × 𝑏 COPY gates (or 4 × 𝑏 NOT gates)
to move the two input operands to their new locations. Note that
the output and the workspace bits do not need to be physically
shuffled as they do not yet contain meaningful data, however, write
operations may be required to pre-set them depending on the PIM
architecture. The number of gates required to un-shuffle the output
depends on the output size. For multiplication, if roll-over is ignored,
the output has the same number of bits as the inputs. However, in
many applications allocating more bits to the output is useful. We
consider this more general case here. For multiplication, the output
has twice as many bits, so 2 × 𝑏 COPY (or 4 × 𝑏 NOT) gates are
required to move the output back to the original location. In total,
we need 4 × 𝑏 COPY (or 8 × 𝑏 NOT) gates.

This overhead for multiplication is small relative to the number
of gates required for computation. A DADDA multiplier [5, 28, 36]

5Some PIM architectures do not natively support COPY [29] and have to use NOT
gates instead.

Table 2: Percentage of extra COPY gates required by memory
access aware randomized shuffling during execution. Over-
head corresponds directly to extra latency and energy as all
gates must be performed sequentially.

Bit Multiplication (DADDA) Addition (Ripple Carry)
Precision Overhead (%) Overhead (%)

4 25 76.47
8 10 67.57
16 4.55 63.64
32 2.17 61.78
64 1.06 60.88

requires 𝑏2 − 2𝑏 full-adds, 𝑏 half-adds, and 𝑏2 AND gates. Using 2-
input logic gates, a full-add requires a minimum of 5 gates and a half-
add requires 2 gates. Hence, a multiplication requires 6𝑏2 − 8𝑏 gates
in total, and the relative overhead (in terms of the additional number
of gates) for shuffling becomes 1/( 32𝑏 − 2). For 32-bit numbers,
this equates to an extra 2.17%. The relative overhead for addition,
on the other hand, is much higher, due to the significantly lower
complexity of the algorithm. Ripple-Carry addition (optimal for
PIM) requires 𝑏 − 1 full-adds and 1 half-add. The output is 1 bit
longer than the inputs, hence the shuffling cost is 3𝑏 + 1 additonal
gates. The relative overhead in this case becomes 3𝑏+1

5𝑏−3 . For 32-
bit numbers, this equates to an extra overhead of 61.78%. Table 2
captures how this overhead evolves with bit precision.

An additional drawback of this approach is that it requires more
complex software support. It still requires periodic changes to phys-
ical bit addresses. However, these changes cannot be performed
by simply modifying a logical to physical address mapping (as it
is the case for software-based strategies). Additional logic opera-
tions must be inserted directly into the program to perform the
shuffling. This requires modification to the original program, hence
full-fledged re-compilation. In summary, this approach can load
balance without perturbing standard memory read and write access
patterns at the expense of a significant logic gate overhead and
additional software support.

3.3 Using PIM Arrays with Failed Cells
Provided that nonvolatile cells are subject to failure due to limited
endurance, we will next discuss to what extent NVPIM arrays can
remain functional in the presence of failed cells. Applications need
to exploit the inherent parallelism of NVPIM to achieve high per-
formance. This usually translates into most, if not all, of the lanes
participating in computation simultaneously. To this end, cells stor-
ing input operands have to reside at the same addresses within each
lane. Hence, even a single cell failure in a single lane can deem all
cells at the same address in other lanes useless, as shown in Fig.11a.
In an 𝑁 × 𝑁 PIM array, there are 𝑁 2 cells which can fail, but only
𝑁 cells in each lane. The available space therefore quickly reduces
with failed cells, as captured in Fig.11b. We observe that irrespective
of the array size, the number of available cells can quickly reach a
point where even multiplication is not possible due to insufficient
space.

A workaround solution is to divide lanes into different sets, and
to only use lanes in the same set in parallel. This can extend the
array lifetime, by increasing the number of usable cells at any given
time. However, this comes at a quickly increasing cost in latency,
as different sets must run sequentially. In summary, even a few cell
failures in a PIM array can significantly disrupt operation.
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(a) A single cell failure
removes bits from all
lanes

(b) Percentage of bits in lane that can be used
versus percentage of bits in array that have failed.

Figure 11: Failed cells quickly reduce the number of bits
available in each lane. A single failed cell prevents the use of
bits at the same address in all lanes.
4 EVALUATION SETUP
PIM arrays are used to accelerate computational kernels which can
exploit the inherent parallelism in hardware. If used in an embedded
device, the device can only function as long as the PIM arrays persist.
If used in a server, the accelerator must be replaced once a sufficient
number of PIM arrays fail. Hence, we need to analyze how long
PIM arrays can function in the face of endurance limitations.
Benchmarks: Large-scale applications must be broken down into
computations that can be performed within PIM arrays. PIM arrays
can process data independently. As necessary, standard memory
read and write operations can handle data transfers between PIM
arrays. Our analysis focuses on computations that can be performed
within a single array, with the assumption that many such arrays
perform similar work in parallel. Without loss of generality, we
use three representative case studies which cover extreme ends of
potential computations: 1) Embarrassingly parallel multiplications,
2) Neural network (NN) inference (convolution), and 3) Vector dot-
products. Embarrassingly parallel multiplication represents an ideal
application for PIM. Each lane of the PIM array can operate inde-
pendently without any intermediate communication. Dot-products,
on the other hand, represent a non-ideal case. Results from all ac-
tive lanes must eventually be combined into a single output, which
leads to considerable data communication. NN inference is a middle
ground, where independent computations are typically too large
to fit into a single lane, but do not require all lanes at the same
time. Computations less complex than multiplication become trivial.
Computations more complex than dot-product typically require
multiple arrays or are not suitable for PIM. Applications featuring
lower degrees of parallelism or incurring high intra- or inter-array
data communication traffic perform poorly on PIM architectures.
Embarrassingly Parallel Multiplication: The first benchmark
features a simple parallel integer multiplication of 32-bit operands.
A single multiplication is performed within each lane (e.g., column).
There is no communication between lanes, and all lanes are utilized.
Hence, there should be no imbalance between lanes. However, the
multiplication algorithm (DADDAmultiplier) may have imbalanced
usage within each lane.
Dot-Product: A dot-product of two vectors 𝐴 and 𝐵 consists of
an element-wise multiplication followed by a summation. If each
vector has 𝑁 elements, the final output can be written as:

𝐶 =

𝑁 −1∑︁
𝑖=0

𝐴𝑖 × 𝐵𝑖 (3)

The dot-product can be performed using the multiplication and
addition operations described in Section 2.2. Fig.12 shows two exam-
ples of a dot-product of two-element vectors performed in memory.
Here, 𝐴0 is multiplied with 𝐵0 and 𝐴1 with 𝐵1, after which, the

(a) Sequential (b) Parallel

Figure 12: Vector dot-product mapped to a row-parallel PIM
array. a) Computation on elements stored in a single row
can only proceed sequentially. b) Computation on elements
stored in different rows can be done in parallel, but requires
data transfer to extract the final result.

Figure 13: 2-dimensional convolution in a PIM array.
results are added. Assuming a row-parallel architecture, Fig. 12a
shows a sequential computation within a single row; Fig. 12b, a par-
allel computation spread over two rows. In the parallel version the
multiplications proceed simultaneously in separate rows. However,
this requires an intermediate read and write data transfer to bring
the results to the same row so that they can be added. In general,
an 𝑁 element dot-product having 2 ×𝑀 elements in each row uses
𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔( 𝑁

𝑀
) rows. With larger numbers of rows, a larger number of

reads and writes would be required to move intermediate results
to the same rows. However, logic operations dominate the latency,
energy, and endurance. A single data transfer takes 2 sequential
operations (read/write) and at most 1 read and 1 write per cell in a
row. A multiplication takes over 20,000 sequential operations (logic
gates) and requires roughly 40 reads and writes per cell (Section
3.1). Hence, regardless of the specific data layout chosen, the per-
formance of dot-products within the memory is dominated by the
latency and efficiency of the underlying NVPIM technology’s logic
operations. For our benchmark we use 1024 element vectors with
32-bit operands.
Convolution: Inference applies a filter to a set of input neurons.
The filter consists of a set of weights. The number of weights is
typically small relative to the number of input neurons. The filter
is “slid” over the neurons. At each location the weights of the filter
are element-wise multiplied with the neurons they overlap with.
The results of these multiplications are then summed together and
finally become subject to some non-linear transformation (such as
threshold, sigmoid, or htan). The neurons and filter can be 1-, 2-, or
3-dimensional. Typically they have the same depth (z dimension),
and the filter is slid over the neurons in the x and y dimensions. Fig.
13 covers a 2-dimensional example, along with the corresponding
data placement in a PIM array.

A filter with𝐾 rows and 𝐿 columns requires𝐾×𝐿multiplications.
Each multiplication requires the corresponding input neuron and
filter weight. Fig. 13 shows all 𝐾 × 𝐿 (i.e., 4 × 4) multiplications
occurring on the same lane, hence, each lane contains 4 neurons
and 4 weights. However, they may also be distributed to multiple
lanes. For example, a single multiplication can be performed in each
lane, in which case each lane will have a single neuron and weight.
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Following the layout in Fig. 13, the 4 multiplications in each lane
proceed sequentially (using the techniques described in Section
2.2). All 4 lanes can perform this computation in parallel. After
multiplication, partial results all reside within the same lane. Then,
the final sum can be generated using addition. For typical NNs, the
sum is read out from each lane, and external circuitry performs the
non-linear transformation. However, for binary NNs (BNNs) [9],
a simple comparison operation (Section 2.2) can perform a logical
threshold operation [31], producing the single bit output. In the
case where neurons and weights for a single filter location are
placed in separate lanes, the results of each multiplication cannot
be directly summed (as they reside in different lanes). Read and
write operations become inevitable after the multiplication to move
the partial results to a single lane.

In summary, regardless of the specific data layout, convolution
in a PIM array consists entirely of multiplications, additions, inter-
mediate reads and writes, and (potentially) a non-linear operation.
For our benchmark, we perform two-dimensional convolution with
a 4× 3 filter on a set of 16× 16 neurons with 8-bit precision, using a
comparison as the non-linear operation. Three multiplications are
performed sequentially and the products are added into a partial
sumwithin each lane. Then the partial sums from 4 lanes are moved
to a single lane to compute the final sum and output.
Simulation and Modeling Framework: We choose a PIM array
size of 1024 × 1024, which is a typical subarray size used for NVM
[10], large enough to perform non-trivial computations, yet small
enough to maintain electrical properties to feasibly enable PIM
[44]. We evaluate a column-parallel architecture as a more realistic
hardware implementation, requiring few modifications to existing
NVM designs [21]. We also account for the overhead for pre-setting
the output memory cell of logic operations, as is required by CRAM
architectures [6, 8, 29, 31, 43].

Due to temporally fine-grained hardware based re-mapping, each
repetition (iteration) of a benchmark can have a different write
distribution. Hence, it is necessary to fully simulate a large number
of iterations. We simulate each benchmark 100,000 times to obtain
an estimate of the overall write distribution over time. We find
write distributions for all combinations of load balancing strategies.
Specifically, we experiment with two strategies in software, random
shuffling of addresses and byte-shifting of addresses, respectively,
which we refer to as Ra and Bs. We also include a static strategy,
St, which excludes any re-mapping. Each of these strategies can be
used within lanes (rows) or between lanes (columns), giving rise to
a total of 9 different load balancing configurations (3 row strategies
× 3 column strategies). Hardware re-mapping, Hw, is applied only
within the lane (within columns and across rows) and can be turned
on or off. Hence, there is a total of 18 load balancing configurations
per benchmark.

Software re-mapping can be invoked every time the program is
recompiled. Recompiling does not come for free, hence cannot be
performed very frequently. However, more frequent re-mapping
is more effective at balancing load. Accordingly, we sweep the re-
mapping frequency (i.e., every 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 iterations
of the application) to characterize this trade-off space. Hardware
re-mapping, on the other hand, does not incur any recompilation
overhead. In this case we experiment with the most extreme case
of re-mapping on every gate that uses all lanes. For all types of re-
mapping, we assume oracular operation, as our focus is finding the
upper limit of the benefits of re-mapping6. Otherwise, we account
for architecture specific latency and energy efficiency overheads.

6As we are going to show in Section 5, even in their idealized form with no overhead,
these techniques cannot be of much help due to fundamental physical limitations.

We use write distributions to estimate the lifetime of the PIM
array by finding when the first memory cell fails. We consider this
as the failure of the entire array, because at this point the array
can produce incorrect results. Additionally, even a few failed cells
can significantly disrupt operation (Section 3.3). The lifetime of the
array hence corresponds to:

𝐿𝑖 𝑓 𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ) × 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (4)

We assume the same endurance for each cell, which makes our
analysis more pessimistic as the actual endurance is more likely
to vary across cells (our approach can be thought of as using the
average endurance for the expected lifetime). Specifically, we base
our analysis on MTJs (ReRAM has a much worse endurance as de-
tailed in Section 2) and assume an endurance of 1012 writes [23, 34].
Application latency is the time it takes to complete each benchmark.
We compute this by summing the latency of all operations (read,
write, and logic), assuming 3ns per operation [29, 32].

We assume that the PIM array performs each benchmark re-
peatedly, i.e., as soon as it computes the final results a new set of
inputs is loaded and the process repeats. This is indicative of typical
operation, as PIM arrays (whether used in embedded applications
or high performance servers) serve as accelerators for computa-
tional kernels. For example, an embedded device which performs
machine learning will likely only offload dot-products (used for
matrix-vector multiplication) or convolution operations to the PIM
array. Hence, the PIM array will likely have many repetitions of
the same computation.

The code for the benchmarks and the simulator to emulate the
PIM array are available at [1]. The benchmarks use a variety of
logical operations, such as multiplications, additions, and compar-
isons. These operations are mapped to sequences of logic gates
that operate on a set of logical bits (virtual memory), using rules
developed in prior work [31, 43]. For each gate in the program,
1 new bit of logical memory is allocated for the output. Logical
bits are freed once they are no longer needed. During simulation,
logical bits are mapped to physical bits consistent with the previ-
ously described load-balancing strategies (statically, randomly, or
periodically shifted). The simulation is instruction-level accurate,
and each write to each memory cell is counted. To see effects of
load-balancing over time, we simulate for 100,000 iterations.
5 EVALUATION
We start by inspecting the write distributions within the PIM array.
The more uniform the write distribution, the better. Even distribu-
tions make better use of all cells, increasing the expected time to
failure. We use heatmaps to visualize write density as shown in
Fig.14 for embarrassingly-parallel multiplication; Fig.15, for convo-
lution; and Fig.16, for dot-product, respectively. Results are labeled
by within lane (row) mapping strategy × between lanes (column)
mapping strategy along with a +Hw if hardware re-mapping applies.
As detailed in Section 4, the three options for row mapping strategy
and column mapping strategy are: Static St, Random shuffling Ra,
and Byte-shifting Bs.

For multiplication (Fig.14), the inputs are only written once,
where workspace cells are used many times. Hence, there is a large
imbalance across rows when the row mapping is static (i.e., no
within lane balancing strategy is applied). On the other hand, as this
benchmark uses all columns for computation, there is no imbalance
between columns. Row mapping strategies Ra and Bs significantly
balance the writes over rows. Adding hardware re-mapping (Hw)
on top produces a nearly even write distribution.

The convolution benchmark performs 3 × 4 convolution, with
each neuron-filter product mapped onto four columns. One of
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(a) StxSt (b) RaxSt (c) BsxSt (d) StxRa (e) RaxRa (f) BsxRa (g) StxBs (h) RaxBs (i) BsxBs

(j) StxSt+Hw (k) RaxSt+Hw (l) BsxSt+Hw (m) StxRa+Hw (n) RaxRa+Hw (o) BsxRa+Hw (p) StxBs+Hw (q) RaxBs+Hw (r) BsxBs+Hw

Figure 14: Multiplication write distribution (1: maximum utilization) with re-compilation every 100 iterations.

(a) StxSt (b) RaxSt (c) BsxSt (d) StxRa (e) RaxRa (f) BsxRa (g) StxBs (h) RaxBs (i) BsxBs

(j) StxSt+Hw (k) RaxSt+Hw (l) BsxSt+Hw (m) StxRa+Hw (n) RaxRa+Hw (o) BsxRa+Hw (p) StxBs+Hw (q) RaxBs+Hw (r) BsxBs+Hw

Figure 15: Convolution write distribution (1: maximum utilization) with re-compilation every 100 iterations.

(a) StxSt (b) RaxSt (c) BsxSt (d) StxRa (e) RaxRa (f) BsxRa (g) StxBs (h) RaxBs (i) BsxBs

(j) StxSt+Hw (k) RaxSt+Hw (l) BsxSt+Hw (m) StxRa+Hw (n) RaxRa+Hw (o) BsxRa+Hw (p) StxBs+Hw (q) RaxBs+Hw (r) BsxBs+Hw

Figure 16: Dot-product write distribution (1: maximum utilization) with re-compilation every 100 iterations.
the four columns is used for the final sum. Hence, convolution
(Fig.15) over-utilizes one-fourth; under-utilizes three-fourths of
the columns. Convolution also uses an initial parallel multiplica-
tion, which results in an imbalance across rows. Row re-mapping
strategies are generally effective at balancing out the row usage.
For columns, on the other hand, Bs is ineffective as highly used
columns overlap when shifted by an integer number of bytes.

Dot-product (Fig.16) heavily uses columns at low addresses, as
partial sums are repeatedly moved to lower addresses to perform
the reduction sum. Hence, there is a significant imbalance across
columns, which both Ra and Bs manage to overcome.

Considering the write distributions, we compute the lifetime
of the PIM array with Equation 4. Assuming 3ns per operation
[31, 32], and and endurance of 1012 writes [23, 34], the lifetime
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(a) Multiplication (b) Convolution (c) Dot-Product

Figure 17: Lifetime improvement under different load-balancing strategies in terms of number of operations before failure.
Strategies: Static (St), Random-shuffling (Ra), and Byte-shifting (Bs) in software, along with remapping in hardware (Hw).
Table 3: Lifetime improvement of a 1024 × 1024 PIM array
performing each benchmark continuously.

Benchmark Avg Lane Utilization Lifetime Improvement
Multiplication 100% 1.59×
Convolution 84.78% 2.22×
Dot-Product 65.2% 2.11×

in days for a PIM array performing each benchmark non-stop is
reported in Table 3. Also reported is the maximum lifetime achieved
with load balancing strategies. It should be noted that imbalance
impacts lifetime in multiple ways. For example, the large imbal-
ance in dot-product causes some cells to fail sooner, which reduces
lifetime. However, the imbalance also means that many columns
are inactive for a large percentage of the time (dot-product exploits
less parallelism than embarrassingly parallel multiplication, and
therefore has fewer writes per unit time). If pre-mature failures
resulting from imbalance are avoided, dot-product can result in a
longer lifetime as it is less demanding on the PIM array.

Lifetime estimates under different load-balancing strategies rel-
ative to no re-mapping (i.e., St × St) are provided in Fig.17a for
multiplication; in Fig.17b, for convolution; and in Fig. 17c, for dot-
product, respectively. Multiplication has no imbalance between
lanes (columns), so it only benefits from within-lane (row) balanc-
ing strategies. Specifically, St × Ra and St × Bs do not provide any
benefit. Convolution has some imbalance between lanes (columns),
and therefore benefits from balancing between lanes (columns).
Notably, since convolution is write-heavy in every fourth column,
byte shifting (Bs) the columns does not help (St × Bs provides no
benefit): Shifting columns by an integer number of bytes re-maps
write-heavy columns to other write-heavy columns. Dot-product,
which has a large imbalance in both rows and columns, shows
significant improvement from load-balancing in both dimensions.

For software strategies, we found that the frequency of re-compiling
does not need to be high. Over 100,000 total iterations of the bench-
marks, we tested re-mapping every 10000, 1000, 500, 100, 50, and 10
iterations. We found that the expected lifetime saturates at approxi-
mately every 50 iterations. Over all benchmarks and configurations
that improved from 50 to 10 iterations, the improvement was on
average only 1.6%. Hence, re-compiling every 50 iterations over
100,000 iterations (after every 0.05% of the total iterations) provides
nearly optimal write distributions. As the PIM array is expected
to perform many more than 100,000 iterations, the frequency of
re-compilation can be significantly reduced. For benchmarks that
were re-compiled every 0.05% of the iterations, the expected life-
time was on average 1.71 × 1011 iterations. Hence, re-compilation

on average would only need to be performed approximately ev-
ery 85,000,000 iterations. This infrequent re-compilation incurs
relatively low overhead.

6 RELATEDWORK
Prior work primarily has developed load balancing techniques for
NVM, which are not directly applicable to NVPIM. In the following
we will briefly cover the most representative. Prior to Start-Gap
[27] large tables were typically used to track write counts and
consequently remap virtual addresses to physical addresses. Start-
Gap instead only uses a couple of registers to perform algebraic re-
mapping, significantly reducing overhead. Methods to cancel write
operations to reduce the total number of writes to memory also
exist [26]. WELCOMF [24] develops a word compression algorithm
to reduce the number of required writes to NVM. Wen et. al. [38]
develop strategies to lower the strain on RRAM crossbars during
write operations. WoLFRaM [42] randomly remaps write operations
on the fly and avoids failed cells via remapping. Very few papers
cover PIM, and only for limited applications. For example, ReNew
[39] develops numerous strategies mitigating writes for neural
network training on RRAM cross-bars.

7 CONCLUSION
Many NVPIM accelerators have been proposed in recent years
[12, 17, 31, 41], promising high performance and energy efficiency.
Unlocking this performance and energy efficiency potential is im-
possible without addressing endurance limitations, especially for
high-performance systems such as [17, 21, 31]. Architectures for
low-power, embedded applications such as [2, 25, 29], on the other
hand, typically have lower duty-cycles (performing computations
relatively infrequently) which result in longer lifetimes. Still, en-
durance limitations remain a critical design challenge.

Unfortunately, despite significant improvements in lifetime due
to re-mapping strategies shown in Fig.17, and further highlighted in
Table 3, the limitations imposed by endurance remain. Even with ag-
gressive load balancing strategies estimated lifetime of NVPIM arrays
remain dramatically lower than the expected lifetime of standard
NVM, typically spanning several years [27]. This underlines the need
for PIM specific optimizations at the technology (device and material)
level to match the unprecedented endurance demand of NVPIM. While
endurance limitations make it a challenge to build NVPIM systems
with devices available today, major improvements to device endurance
[18, 37] are expected in the coming years.
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